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Outline

Update on LOCA Analysis for W-alloy, He-cooled FW/Bkt concept

Reliability of Solid and Liquid Surface Designs



We have addressed the concerns brought up at the last
APEX meeting with regards to the LOCA calculations for the

W-alloy He-cooled FW/Bkt concept

Based on discussions with C. Wong, design information was clarified and
changes were made to the CHEMCON model based on the 2/16/99 radial
build

Bonded first wall detached from blanket module

Radial conduction along FW tubes to plenum and thermal radiation to
blanket module modeled

Transition zone added to plenum region and plenum material composition
changed to 24.4% W, 30.7% Fe, 23.6% Li

Heat transfer to VV by radiation only



A series of LOCA calculations were done to investigate how
to adequately remove the decay heat

Decay heat removed by tritium extraction system flowing at 20 kg/s, cooled to
200 C

Decay heat removed by vacuum vessel cooling system with radiation to VV in
blanket/VV gap

Decay heat removed by vacuum vessel cooling system with radiation plus
convection air in blanket/VV gap

Decay heat removed by vacuum vessel cooling system with radiation plus
convection in gap and natural convection to ambient through VV break











New technologies typically experience reliability growth

New technology often has “bugs” that mean initial availability is low

Corrective actions allow growth over time
This concept of stair-stepping up to higher availability is called reliability

growth

The first US commercial PWR, Shippingport, had an availability of about 53%
in 1958, its first full operating year; this value grew to about 85% in its best
year

Early fission power plant availability ranged from 30-70%

US fission plants averaged 81.7% in 1995



In-vessel maintenance time estimates and values vary

The STARFIRE study estimated that changing 4 of 24 FW/Bkt segments each
year required 10 days

The INTOR study estimated that yearly, remote replacement of 4 to 12 blanket
sectors required 18 days

ITER estimates:

One divertor cassette, 8 weeks; all 60 cassettes, 6 months
One blanket module, 8 weeks; all 24 modules, 24 months

JET used 6 months for remote replacement of the divertor



Liquid first walls will also require some maintenance

The nozzles used in liquid first wall designs are an important component;
failure or loss of degradation in operation could result in unprotected areas
resulting in damage

Flow nozzle and guide vane replacements may be needed due to flow-induced
erosion or radiation damage

Substrate walls and guides may need periodic inspection for radiation damage



Where do we go from here?

Solid FW/Bkt designs will likely experience reliability growth; current reliability
estimates should not be considered the best possible

APEX designs must be assessed for their radiation damage and other failure
mechanisms; in particular, we need to better understand nozzle reliability

As APEX designs progress, scoping availability calculations can be performed
to compare to existing solid first wall/blanket availability estimates; these
estimates are currently in the 80-90% range as published in the literature



Summary

In the He-cooled design, using the tritium extraction system (with a flow rate of
20 kg/s) as the safety system results in acceptable temperatures under LOCA
conditions

LOCA calculations are progressing; results for all designs will be available for
June report

The behavior of nozzles used in liquid first wall designs must be understood
because they play an important part in first wall protection

Reliability growth occurs in new technologies, and we should expect that it
would occur in fusion systems


